DIRECTIVE FOR ELECTION OF HONORARY MEMBERS TO SCIENCE ACADEMY

Directive for the Election of Honorary Members to Science Academy: As per Article 9 of the Science Academy Bylaw, Honorary Members are elected and invited for membership upon the joint written proposal of three permanent members, the approval of the General Assembly and the ratification of the Board of Directors.

The nominators may ask the candidate beforehand her or his opinion about being an Honorary Member. Alternatively, the candidates may be invited to become an Honorary Member after the Honorary Membership proposal is accepted at the General Assembly. The procedure, which may be different for each candidate, is left to the discretion of the nominators.

The members who nominate the candidate prepare a Science Academy Honorary Member Candidacy Proposal, which outlines in detail the candidate's superior qualities and the reasons why her or his membership will honor the Science Academy. This letter is presented to the Board of Directors at least three weeks prior to the General Assembly at which the candidacy will be discussed, and the Board of Directors shares it with all the permanent members. The proposal comprises the following information:

Science Academy Honorary Member Candidacy Proposal

Date:

Honorary Member Candidate:

Date of birth:

Address, e-mail:

Brief CV, the most important contributions, full list of works and publications:

Nominators:

Why should the candidate become an Honorary Member of the Science Academy?
A detailed and realistic text needs to be penned on this issue.